Madonna Teases Chrome Clay Mask on Instagram
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If you weren't already dying to try Madonna's skin-care line, the singer's latest social
media tease will surely push you over the edge. The brand, titled MDNA Skin, features
products such as face serums, eye masks, and mists, but the item we still have our
eyes on the most is the Chrome Clay Mask — made from magnetized clay that requires
absolutely no rinsing to remove. Yep, we're still not over it either; instead of splashing
water on your face to get rid of this mask, you simply use a magic wand. Mind, blown.
Madonna teased this magical mask on Instagram at the end of last year, and this
weekend, she's back at it again with another video that seriously makes us wish
we could get our hands on this stuff, stat.

In the clip, Madonna is seen getting the Chrome Clay Mask applied to her face with the use of a
butter knife (casual). "We ain't fancy, but this mask is," she quipped in her caption. Just from
watching, you can almost feel the creamy texture as it's applied, and it definitely looks fancy AF.

According to the MDNA website, the Chrome Clay Mask contains an active ingredient made from volcanic clay
from Montecatini Terme in Tuscany. The product promises to "capture the dirt and impurities" while "leaving behind
a veil of moisturizing beauty serum." As we mentioned above, the mask is removed by a magnetic wand, allowing
you to get through the entire process without ever coming in contact with water. Sadly, the MDNA products are currently
only available in Japan, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, although you can sign up for a news alert through the website
that will tell you when the items make their way stateside. Whenever that happens, we'll definitely be ready.

